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A wide spectrum of A wide spectrum of 
stakeholders discussed stakeholders discussed 
about the importance of about the importance of 
this  tool to minimize the this  tool to minimize the 
effects of the world effects of the world 
economic crisis and economic crisis and 
improving the regulatory improving the regulatory 
framework of the RE framework of the RE 
sector as a driving force sector as a driving force 
for economic recoveryfor economic recovery



The The importance of guidelinesimportance of guidelines aimed to create a aimed to create a 
strong RE marketstrong RE market and facilitate the related and facilitate the related 
founding system, pursuing the ultimate goal of founding system, pursuing the ultimate goal of 
sustainability sustainability and and stabilitystability of the economies was of the economies was 
highlighted during the Round Table.highlighted during the Round Table.



The Presentation in Rome was followed by a debate The Presentation in Rome was followed by a debate 
among the Italian RE associations which produced:among the Italian RE associations which produced:



A Document on fiscal matters by A Document on fiscal matters by 
FederimmobiliareFederimmobiliare and and ASPESIASPESI

with some proposals about:with some proposals about:

the redefinition of the the redefinition of the current current 
tax shape for the RE sectortax shape for the RE sector, , 
maintaining the same revenue for maintaining the same revenue for 
the State. the State. 

the need for a the need for a relationshiprelationship
among the among the tax authoritiestax authorities and and 
economic operatorseconomic operators,  ,  
characterized by efficiency, certainty characterized by efficiency, certainty 
and transparency.and transparency.



It identifies four legislative measures as a priority:It identifies four legislative measures as a priority:

1. 1. Recovery of VATRecovery of VAT as a natural regime for the sale of property;as a natural regime for the sale of property;

2. 2. Increased revenueIncreased revenue through the development of the housing through the development of the housing 
market;market;

3. Extension of 3. Extension of registration tax subsidized at 1%registration tax subsidized at 1% to the disposals to the disposals 
carried out by private individuals;carried out by private individuals;

4. 4. Exclusion of debtsExclusion of debts arising from the financing of the arising from the financing of the 
construction or renovation of buildings from the calculation of construction or renovation of buildings from the calculation of 
nonnon--deductibility, Article. 96 of the Income Tax Code.deductibility, Article. 96 of the Income Tax Code.



This document lead to a letter This document lead to a letter 
by by FederimmobiliareFederimmobiliare, , 

addressed to the Italian addressed to the Italian 
government with some  government with some  

proposals of regulatory actions proposals of regulatory actions 
in the urgent measures for in the urgent measures for 

economic development and economic development and 
financial stabilization.financial stabilization.



Another effect was the Another effect was the IsiviIsivi article on article on 
““L’industriaL’industria immobiliareimmobiliare italianaitaliana 2012” 2012” 
published by published by FederimmobiliareFederimmobiliare which which 
underlines:underlines:
••The importance of promoting factors of The importance of promoting factors of 
a functional RE marketa functional RE market

••Two central elements for a better Two central elements for a better 
functioning of the real estate industry: functioning of the real estate industry: 

legal certaintylegal certainty

openness of the businessopenness of the business



The The UneceUnece guidelines have also inspired a proposal by guidelines have also inspired a proposal by 
FederimmobiliareFederimmobiliare about the need of a reform of the about the need of a reform of the 
public discipline of the territorypublic discipline of the territory

The lack of clear rules regarding land destination at a The lack of clear rules regarding land destination at a 
state level, and the new measures on the equalization, state level, and the new measures on the equalization, 
adopted by many regional laws, create confusion and are adopted by many regional laws, create confusion and are 
a main deterrent to the entry of foreign investors in the a main deterrent to the entry of foreign investors in the 
Italian RE.Italian RE.



FederimmobiliareFederimmobiliare
produced a document which produced a document which 
focuses on  the focuses on  the principle of principle of 
planningplanning to avoid the  to avoid the  
continuous negotiation continuous negotiation 
between the municipality and between the municipality and 
the landowner and to start a the landowner and to start a 
definitive solution to the definitive solution to the 
problem of the legitimate problem of the legitimate 
determination of the determination of the 
indemnity for expropriation.indemnity for expropriation.



The UNECE guidelines have also given some interesting The UNECE guidelines have also given some interesting 
insights for the seminar "The Real Estate factor for insights for the seminar "The Real Estate factor for 
development of the country" which opened the eighth development of the country" which opened the eighth 
edition of EIRE Expo Italy Real Estate.edition of EIRE Expo Italy Real Estate.



These are the needs identified These are the needs identified 
during the meeting:during the meeting:

-- A new national framework on urban A new national framework on urban 
planning;planning;

-- Principles to set a common language Principles to set a common language 
on the political development of the on the political development of the 
territory, territory, 

-- A simple and transparent in the RE A simple and transparent in the RE 
world. world. 



FIABCI Italia intends to FIABCI Italia intends to 
underline the need for underline the need for relaunchingrelaunching
of RE in a modern way, focusing of RE in a modern way, focusing 
onon::

-- the the requalificationrequalification of both urban of both urban 
and tourist residential estateand tourist residential estate;;

-- the the creation of  a true industry creation of  a true industry 
standard for REstandard for RE, which should be , which should be 
transparent, with clear rules and a transparent, with clear rules and a 
professional managementprofessional management. . 



Italy should focus on its Italy should focus on its 
excellences, emphasizing excellences, emphasizing 
aspects such as aspects such as 
sustainability, ecology sustainability, ecology 
and quality of life: these and quality of life: these 
values define our country values define our country 
as the "Garden of the as the "Garden of the 
World”World”



Focusing onFocusing on
Excellences Excellences 
TransparencyTransparency
Innovation  Innovation  

Italy will be able to follow the examples of countries like UK, Italy will be able to follow the examples of countries like UK, U.S. U.S. 
and Canada and attract investments of millions of families from and Canada and attract investments of millions of families from 
emerging countries. emerging countries. 
These families are going through a strong economic boom and are These families are going through a strong economic boom and are 
looking for suitable places to relocate their residence in the Wlooking for suitable places to relocate their residence in the West. est. 



FIABCI Italia’s proposal  is FIABCI Italia’s proposal  is 
thus to create a multithus to create a multi--
professional team which professional team which 
will address a bill to the will address a bill to the 
Italian Parliament, starting Italian Parliament, starting 
from the experiences of from the experiences of 
other countries to launch a other countries to launch a 
“new”, efficient and “new”, efficient and 
transparent RE sector transparent RE sector 
opened to the new markets.opened to the new markets.



In conclusion the UNECE principles have In conclusion the UNECE principles have 
positively influenced the discussion on RE positively influenced the discussion on RE 
matters in Italy with the core values of:matters in Italy with the core values of:

-- Integration of the legal FrameworkIntegration of the legal Framework
-- TransparencyTransparency
-- Efficiency of the Re connected servicesEfficiency of the Re connected services
-- Good governanceGood governance
-- Sustainable financeSustainable finance
-- Social housing Social housing 

We hope that this might be the start of a We hope that this might be the start of a 
profound renewal in the RE industry.profound renewal in the RE industry.



ThankThank youyou forfor youryour kindkind
attentionattention!!


